
Turn the TRUCK ON.

 

Once a successful connection is 
established, the Haulynx ELD will display 
a constant RED light with a YELLOW flash 
every 3 seconds.

CONGRATULATIONS! 
You have successfully installed the 
Haulynx ELD. 
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If the ELD displays or flashes any 
other color pattern for more than 
5 minutes, please contact Haulynx 
Support at XTsupport@usxpress.com 
or (800) DRIVER-X.
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HAUL 2.0 ELECTRONIC LOGGING DEVICE 
OBDII (VOLVO) INSTALLATION

Truck 
Diagnostic Port

Installing the HAUL 2.0 Electronic Logging Device in your truck is simple. This guide will quickly walk you through the installation process with an OBDII harness. 
If you are installing for multiple trucks, please verify you are matching each Haulynx ELD to the corresponding truck as referenced on the included Truck List.

Ensure the truck is 
TURNED OFF.

Connect the Haulynx 
ELD to the included 
wiring harness as 
illustrated.
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Connect the BLACK (MALE) OBDII 
plug to your truck’s diagnostic port.

Secure the WHITE (FEMALE) OBDII 
plug in an accessible location to allow 
the connection of other devices to the 
DIAGNOSTIC PORT without unplugging 
the Haulynx ELD.

For a discrete (hidden) installation, 
unmount the original Truck Diagnostic 
Port and mount the Wiring Harness Port 
in its place.
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Locate your truck’s DIAGNOSTIC 
PORT, commonly found in one of the 
following locations:

A. Underneath the left side of the dash

B. Underneath the steering wheel

C. Near the driver’s left kick panel

D. Beneath the driver’s seat

For a discrete (hidden) installation, 
remove the panel where the 
DIAGNOSTIC PORT is located and 
secure the Haulynx ELD and Wiring 
Harness with zip ties.
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Wiring Harness 
Diagnostic Port

The Haulynx ELD 
will flash a RED LED 
while it connects to 
the Haulynx servers 
and triangulates a 
GPS position. This 
process may take up 
to 5 MINUTES.

NEXT STEPS 
Use the Haulynx Mobile App on a 
Bluetooth-enabled smartphone or tablet to 
connect to your truck (See pg. 4 in the ELD 
Operation Manual).

Haulynx ELD

Black (Male) 
OBDII

White (Female) 
OBDII


